
CONTROL AND COORDINATION

The dribbling skills of Lionel Messi, the 
dance moves of Michael Jackson, and the 
karate kicks of Bruce Lee are stupendous 
feats of Control and Coordination.

Lionel Messi

Michael Jackson

Bruce Lee



Response to stimuli:

Movement is the characteristic property of living 

organisms. Movement can be of two types: growth 

related and non-growth related.

The germinating of a seed is an example of a 

growth related movement. The seedling grows 

pushing aside the soil and comes out.

Movements like a cat chasing a rat or children 

playing on the swing or buffaloes chewing cud are 

all non-growth related movements. These non-

growth movements happen as organisms respond 

to stimuli in the environment. 

A cat may run to catch a mouse and children play on 

the swing for pleasure and fun. Buffaloes chew cud 

to help break up the food to digest it better. 

Organisms thus responds to the various stimuli in 

the environment, creating movement. Plants move 

towards sunlight. We close our eyes while bright 

light falls on them. We immediately withdraw our 

leg if we step on a nail.

Hence it is clear that movement is in response to 

the environment (various stimuli) and is carefully 

controlled. Each kind of a change in the 

environment evokes an appropriate movement in 

response. When we want to talk to our friends 

during class, we whisper rather than shout. Clearly, 

the impending movement depends on the event 

triggering it. So, such controlled movement must 

be connected to the recognition of various events 

in the environment, followed by only the correct 

movement in response. In other words, living 

organisms must use systems providing control and 

coordination. 

Control is the ability to regulate the movement 

(start ,  s low down,  speed up,  or  stop) . 

Coordination is the working of various organs of an 

organism in a systematic, controlled, and efficient 

way to produce proper response to various stimuli.

The control and coordination are managed by two 

agencies: 1] The Nervous System and 2] Hormonal 

system.

Animals have the nervous system and the 

hormonal system to control and coordinate. Plants 

lack the nervous system but coordinate with their 

hormonal system. 

Movement is a response to a change in the environment of 
the organism.  A cat may run to catch a mouse. 

A girl playing on a swing is an example for non-growth 
movement.

An example of a reflex action is when someone steps on a 
nail. The person immediately withdraws the leg.
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ANIMALS – NERVOUS SYSTEM 

In animals including humans, control and coordination are provided by the nervous system along with the muscular tissues. The 
nervous system is a complex collection of nerves and specialized cells called neurons that transmit signals between different parts 
of the body. It is essentially the body's electrical wiring.  

Neurons are also called nerve cells. They communicate with the body within the body by transmitting electrochemical signals.  The 
electrical signals are also called nerve impulses and the chemical signals are called neurotransmitters.

Structure of a nerve cell 

Neurons look quite different from other cells in the body due to the many long cellular processes that extend from their central cell 
body (cyton). The cell body is the roughly round part of a neuron that contains the nucleus, mitochondria, abundant cytoplasm 
and most of the cellular organelles. 

Small tree-like structures called dendrites extend from the cell body to pick up stimuli from the external environment by direct 
communication with the sensory receptors present in sense organs and from other neurons. 

Long transmitting processes called axons extend from the cell body to forward signals to other ‘like’ neurons (effector, motor, and 
relay) in the body.

The nerve endings are branched endings of the axon which help in 
neurotransmission.

The myelin sheath insulates the axon and enhances conduction of 
electrical impulses through the axon.

The node of Ranvier is a gap in a nerve’s myelin sheath, between 
adjacent schwann cells.

Synapse is a junction between two neurons consisting of a minute 
gap across which impulses pass by diffusion of a neurotransmitter 
from one neuron to another in one direction.

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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There are three basic types of neurons: sensory (afferent) 
neurons, motor (efferent) neurons, and interneurons. 

1.  Afferent neurons: Also known as sensory neurons, 
afferent neurons transmit sensory signals to the central 
nervous system from receptors in the body. 

2. Efferent eurons  Also known as motor neurons,  n :
efferent neurons transmit signals from the central 
nervous system to effectors in the body such as muscles 
and glands. 

3. Inter eurons  Interneurons form complex networks  n :
within the central nervous system to integrate the 
information received from afferent neurons and to 
direct the function of the body through efferent 
neurons.

 The flow: 
 Sensory neuron ® interneuron ® relay  neuron (brain 

and spinal cord) ® interneuron ® motor neuron ® 
interneuron ® effector neuron ® effector muscle ® 
muscles/glands.

Touching a hot object is an urgent and dangerous situation 
for us. We need to detect it and respond to it immediately. 
How do we detect that we are touching a hot object?

All information from our environment is detected by 
sensory receptor cells. These receptors are usually 
located in our sense organs, such as the inner ear, the nose, 
the tongue, and so on.

Sensory receptors are generally specialised for the 
detection of a specific type of stimulus.

Mechanoreceptor: Responds to mechanical stimuli 
(stress or strain) such as touch and sound. They are found 
in the hair cells of the cochlea (ear). 

Thermoreceptor: Detects temperature changes. The 
skin of most animals contains these receptors. 

Photoreceptor: Responds to changes in light. Examples 
include those found in the retina.

Chemoreceptor: Detects certain chemical stimuli in the 
environment. They are found in the nose and on the 
tongue. E.g.: Gustatory receptors detect taste while 
olfactory receptors detect smell. 

Magnetoreceptor: Allows an organism to sense 
direction, altitude, or location by detecting a magnetic 
field. 
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Photoreceptors:  Rods and  Cones, found in 
the retina,  respond to changes in light. 

Different kinds of sensory receptor cells 



Neurotransmission

The sensory receptors directly receive information from 
the external stimulus and pass this information directly to 
the end of the dendritic tip of a nerve cell. The cell body 
(cyton) receives the stimuli (physical, chemical, 
mechanical, or electrical) from the dendrites and changes 
it into an electric impulse by a chemical reaction. This 
impulse travels along the axon to its end. At the end of the 
axon, the electrical impulse sets off the release of some 
chemicals. These chemicals cross the gap, or synapse, 
and start a similar electrical impulse in a dendrite of the 
next neuron. This is a general scheme of how nervous 
impulses travel in the body. 

A similar synapse finally allows delivery of such impulses 
from neurons to other cells, such as muscle cells or glands.

Synapses are one-way valves. The released chemical  
(neurotransmitter) is present at only the side of the gap 
from which the electrical impulse flows. Thus, synapses 
ensure that a nerve impulse can travel only in one 
direction through each set of neurons i.e., interneural 
flow.

Hence, the nervous tissue is made up of an organised 
network of nerve cells or neurons, specialised for 
conducting information via electrical impulses from one 
part of the body to another. 

Transmission of a nerve impulse

Point on this image with 
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REFLEX ACTION

What happens in reflex actions? 
Reflex describes a sudden action in response to something in 
the environment. 

What exactly do we mean? 
It is something we do without thinking about it or without 
controlling our reactions, in response to certain changes in 
our environment. It is an involuntary and nearly 
instantaneous movement in response to a stimulus. 

How is control and coordination achieved in such 
situations? 
When we touch a hot object without being aware, how do 
we react? 
The hand is pulled away from the object instantaneously. 

How does this happen? How long would this take? 

Nerve impulse traversing to spinal cord Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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ACTIVITY

n Put some sugar in your mouth. How does it taste? 
 Sweet 

n Block your nose by pressing it between your 
thumb and index finger. Now eat sugar again. Is 
there any difference in its taste? 

 Yes. It doesn't taste as sweet as before. 

n  While eating lunch, block your nose in the same 
way and notice if you can fully appreciate the taste 
of the food you are eating. 

 No. the food wasn't as tempting as it would 
be when eaten without blocking the nose. 

n  Is there a difference in how sugar and food taste if 
your nose is blocked? If so, why might this be 
happening? Read and talk about possible 
explanations for these kinds of differences. Do 
you come across a similar situation when you 
have a cold? 

 Gustatory receptors in tongue detect taste 
while olfactory receptors in nasal cavity 
detect smell. Both are chemoreceptors. 
Hence if one receptor is blocked the 
effective functioning of the other is affected. 
If sense of smell is not functional, then the 
sense of taste will also not function because 
of the relationship of the receptors. 
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Thinking is a complex activity. It involves a complicated 
interaction of many nerve impulses from many neurons. 

The dense network of intricately arranged neurons in the 
brain receives signals from all over the body. To receive these 
signals, this thinking part of the brain must be connected to 
nerves coming from various parts of the body. The brain 
analyses before responding to these signals. This takes time.

After analysing, the brain sends instructions to the muscles to 
move. Nerves carry this signal back to relevant parts of the 
body. By the time all of this happens, we may burn our hand.

If the nerves that detect heat are directly connected to the 
nerves that move muscles, the signal can trigger an output 

action quickly without the hand being burnt. 

This is more preferred during emergencies. 

Reflex actions are sudden, involuntary reactions of the body 
in response to stimuli. They occur without the involvement 
of the conscious areas of the brain but the information 
reaches the brain. 

The nerve pathway that includes a sensory nerve and a motor 
nerve with a synapse in between through which the impulses 
travel producing a reflex action is called a reflex arc. 

A neurotransmitter is the chemical substance effecting the 
transfer of an impulse between sensory, motor, and relay 
neurons.
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Synapse occurs very rapidly: it can happen in 
milliseconds (a thousandth of a second). If we 
consider all synapses in our brain, we can say they 
take place continuously, with no rest, throughout our 
lives. Every activity we do, even the simplest one, 
requires the synapses in action.

FACT
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Reflex-arc connections are made at the point where the 

input and the output nerve first meet each other. Nerves 

from all over the body meet in a bundle in the spinal cord on 

their way to the brain. Reflex arcs are formed in the spinal 

cord itself (spinal reflex arc) although the information 

input also reaches the brain. Reflex arcs have evolved in 

animals because the thinking process of the brain is slow. In 

fact, many animals have very little or none of the complex 

neuron network needed for thinking. So it is quite likely that 

reflex arcs have evolved as efficient ways of functioning in 

the absence of true thought-processes. However, even 

after complex neuron networks have come into existence, 

reflex arcs continue to be more efficient for quicker 

responses. 

Two sensory neurons connecting by using electrochemical transmissions

Can you now trace the sequence of events which 

occur when a bright light is focused on your eyes? 

The sensory receptors in the eye receive information from 

the external stimulus (light) and directly pass this 

information to the end of the dendritic tip. 

This sets off a chemical reaction that creates an electrical 

impulse. This impulse travels from the dendrite to the cell 

body, and then along the axon to its end. At the end of the 

axon, the electrical impulse sets off the release of some 

chemicals. These chemicals cross the gap, or synapse, and 

start a similar electrical impulse in a dendrite of an 

interneuron. The information from the interneuron is 

transmitted to the motor neuron by a relay neuron. Motor 

neuron triggers an action in the eye muscles thus resulting in  

eye closure. This is a cerebral reflex action because it 

involves the brain to which the eyes are connected.
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HUMAN BRAIN

Is reflex action the only function of the nervous 
system?  Definitely not. 

Contrary to reflex actions (involuntary), we also think 
about our actions (voluntary). Writing, talking, and moving 
a chair are examples of voluntary actions based on 
deciding what to do next. So, the brain also has to send 
messages to muscles. This is the second way in which the 
nervous system communicates with the muscles.

Thinking involves more complex mechanisms and neural 
connections. These are concentrated in the brain, the 
main coordinating centre of the body. The brain and 
spinal cord constitute the central nervous system. 

They receive information from all parts of the body and 
integrate it. The brain thus allows us to think and take 
actions based on that thinking.

The peripheral nervous system facilitates the 
communication between the central nervous system and 
the other parts of the body. It consists of cranial nerves 
arising from the brain and spinal nerves arising from the 
spinal cord. The cranial nerves directly connect the 
different of the head to the brain. The spinal nerves (31 
pairs) connect the different body-parts (skin, muscles) to 
the spinal cord. The visceral nerves connect the internal 
organs (in the main cavities of the body, especially 
abdominal; the intestines, for example) to the spinal cord, 
though same also connect to the brain. 

Spinal cord is made up of nerves which supply information 
to the brain think about. 

Thinking is accomplished through a complex design, with 
different parts of the brain responsible for integrating 
different inputs and outputs. 

FACT

In young children, the brain is highly adaptable; in 
fact, when one part of a young child's brain is injured, 
another part can often learn to take over some of the 
lost function. But as we age, the brain has to work 
harder to make new neural pathways, making it more 
difficult to master new tasks or change established 
behaviour patterns. That's why many scientists 
believe it's important to keep challenging your brain 
to learn new things and make new connections — it 
helps keeps the brain active over the course of a 
lifetime.

1 Touch 2 Taste 3 Vision

4 Hearing 5 Smell
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CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
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Brain

Spinal Cord

 The brain and spinal cord constitute the central nervous system

Point on this image with 
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All the nerves in the body that lie outside the brain and spinal cord are 
Peripheral Nervous System. They carry both sensory and motor neurons.

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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The brain is covered by three membranes. The membranes are 
called meninges; space between the brain and cranium is filled with 
ceebrospinal fluid to protect the brain from mechanical shocks.

Let us study the labelled diagram of the regions of the human brain. 
Different parts have specific functions.  The brain has three parts or 
regions, namely the forebrain (cerebrum), midbrain, and hindbrain.

Forebrain

The forebrain is the largest part of the brain and the main thinker. 
The cerebrum is divided into two halves called cerebral 
hemispheres, (telencephalon, the most highly developed arterior 
forebrain) separated by a deep groove. Separate areas of the 
forebrain are specialised for hearing, smell, sight, and so on. 
Separate areas of association interpret sensory information by 
putting it together with information from other receptors with 
information already stored in the brain. A decision is made about 
how to respond and the information is passed on to the motor 
areas (via relay neuron), which control the movement of voluntary 
muscles, for example, our leg muscles.

The hypothalamus, a portion of the forebrain, controls body 
temperature, sleep, and emotional activities. 

The medulla oblongata is the continuation of the spinal cord 
within the skill, forming the lowest part of the brainstem.

However, certain sensations are not as distinct as seeing or hearing: 
how do we know that we have eaten enough? The sensation of 
feeling full is due to a centre associated with hunger, which is in a 
separate part of the forebrain.  
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Midbrain

The midbrain connects the forebrain to the hindbrain and 
regulates movement. It aids in the processing of auditory and 
visual information. 

Hindbrain

The hindbrain is composed of the medulla oblongata, the 
pons, and the cerebellum.

Medulla oblongata

Our mouth waters when we see food we like even without 

our intention. Our heart beats without our thinking about it. 

In fact, we cannot control these actions easily by just thinking 

about them even if we want to. Do we have to think about or 

remember to breathe or digest food? So, there is another set 

of muscle movements (reflex actions is one such set) over 

which we do not have any thinking control. These 

involuntary actions are controlled by the medulla. All 

these involuntary actions including heart beat, blood 

pressure, breathing, salivation, vomiting, swallowing, 

sneezing, and peristaltic movements of the alimentary canal 

are controlled by the medulla. 

Pons

A component of the brainstem, it connects the cerebrum 

with the medulla oblongata and cerebellum. The pons assists 

in the control of autonomic functions, states of sleep and 

arousal, and respiration, to  name a few.

Cerebellum 

It aids in fine-movement coordination (precision of voluntary 

actions), balance and posture maintenance, and muscle tone.  

Walking in a straight line, riding a bicycle, and picking up a 

pencil are possible due to the cerebellum. 

A delicate organ like the brain, so important for a variety 

of activities, needs to be carefully protected. For this, 

the body is designed so that the brain sits inside a bony 

box called a cranium. 

Inside the box, the brain is contained in a fluid-filled 

balloon which provides further shock absorption. This 

fluid is the cerebrospinal fluid. 

If you run your hand down the middle of your back, you 

feel a hard, bumpy structure. This is the vertebral 

column or backbone which protects the spinal cord. 

How are these tissues protected?

Brain sits inside a bony box called a Cranium
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The nervous tissue collects information from receptors 

and the peripheral nervous system, processes the 

information, makes decisions based on the information 

processed, and conveys decisions to muscles for action. 

So, when an action or movement is to be performed, 

muscle tissue does the final job. 

How do animal muscles move in response to stimulus? 

When a nerve impulse reaches the muscle, the muscle 

fibre must move. How does a muscle cell move? 

Movement of muscles takes place at the cellular level 

such that the muscle cells move by changing their shape 

so as to shorten. So, how do muscle cells change their 

shape?

The answer lies in the chemistry of cellular components. 

Muscle cells have special proteins (myosin and actin) that 

change both their shape and their arrangement in the cell 

in response to nervous electrical impulses. When this 

happens, new arrangements of these proteins give the 

muscle cells a shorter form. 

When we talked about muscle tissue in Class IX, we 

spoke on voluntary muscles and involuntary muscles. 

Based on what we have discussed so far, what do you 

think the differences between them would be? 

The voluntary muscles can be moved voluntarily 

with thinking or involuntarily during reflex actions. 

They contract faster. The movements in the 

involuntary muscles are controlled by medulla. 

Contractions in involuntary muscles are relatively 

slow and not powerful.  

How does the nervous tissue cause action? 

How nervous tissues causes action
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COORDINATION IN PLANTS 

 Touch-me-not plant 

(Mimosa Pudica)

BEFORE AFTER
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You see plants all around you. But, are they of the same size 
or height? Of course not! You see big trees, medium-sized 
shrubs, and even plant saplings. This tells us that plants 
exhibit some growth changes and some movements.

Animals have a nervous system and an endocrine system for 
controlling and coordinating the activities of the body. But 
plants have neither a nervous system nor muscles. So, how 
do they respond to stimuli?

What is coordination in plants? 

Coordination is the ability to use different parts of the plant 
together, smoothly and efficiently. In plants, coordination is 
due to the presence of a chemical system, wherein plant 
hormones or phytohormones have a major role. 

MOVEMENT IN PLANTS 

Plants exhibit two types of movements. 

1] Growth-dependent movements called the tropic 
movements ( towards or away from a stimuli) 

2] Non-growth movements called the nastic movements 
(independent of the direction of stimuli) 

Nastic movements 

Nastic movements in plants are not directional movements. 
They are not dependent on the direction of stimuli and are 
growth independent. For example, the leaves of a touch-me-
not plant (Mimosa Pudica) fold up and droop immediately 
when touched. There is no nervous tissue nor any muscle 
tissue. How does the plant detect the touch and how do the 
leaves move in response? At the base of a leaf, a flat structure 

called pulvinus is present. Its cells have abundant water and 
are hence turgid. In this scenario, pulvinus keeps the leaf 
erect. If a person touches this leaf, an electrical impulse is 
generated in the ordinary cells of the leaf that acts on a plant 
harmone causing half of the pulvinus cells to lose water and 
become flaccid. So the pulvinus loses firmness and the leaf 
folds up. When water from the intercellular cells reaches the 
pulvinus cells, the latter become turgid again. The leaf opens 
again.
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The mechanism that makes Mimosa Pudica leaves to 

close  

Water within the cells and other cell contents apply a certain 

amount of force against the cell walls of the plant; this is called 

turgor pressure. It is due to turgor pressure that the leaves 

of this plant stay upright unless disturbed externally. Now, 

when you touch or shake the leaves, the swollen base of the 

leaf stalk), which contains certain contractile proteins, is 

activated. 

When disturbed externally, certain regions of the plant 

trigger a release of various chemicals, including potassium 

ions, within the body of the plant. These chemicals make 

water and electrolytes flow/diffuse out of the cell, resulting in 

a loss of cell pressure. This causes the cell to collapse, which 

squeezes the leaves shut. Stimulus, in the form of touch, is 

sometimes transmitted to neighbouring leaves too, which 

causes the leaves to fold up and droop. 

FACT

The process of folding and recoiling of leaves costs the 

mimosa plant a lot of energy. Furthermore, this response is 

also said to interfere with photosynthesis (the process 

through which leaves prepare food for the plant in the 

presence of water, carbon dioxide, and sunlight). 

Why touch-me-not plants evolved this trait? 

Researchers believe that it may act as a defence mechanism 

for them. A tiny herbivorous insect looking for a nice supper 

from a plant would avoid going near a plant whose leaves 

twist, turn, fold, and droop when touched. 

It's also believed that such rapid movements help the plant 

dislodge insects that may pose a danger to certain parts of 

the plant. 

As enthralling as it may seem at first, touch-me-not leaves 

have to work extra hard to make their food after you touch, 

shake, or otherwise disturb them in any way. So, as the 

sensible and noble human being, try not to have fun at its 

'energy expense' the next time you stumble upon a touch-

me-not plant. 

It might be a fascinating process to watch, but just because 

you can doesn't mean you should! 

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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Geotropism 
It is the movement of a plant part towards the soil. The roots 

always move in the direction of the earth's gravity. The roots of 

a plant always grow downwards while the shoots usually grow 

upwards and away from the earth. Like phototropism, 

geotropism can be both positive and negative.

Tropic movements 

These can be classified into five types. They are: 

n Phototropism (light) n  Geotropism (gravity) n  Hydrotropism (water ) 

n  Chemotropism (chemicals) n  Thigmotropism (touch)

Phototropism 

It is the movement of plants in response to light. The shoot 
system of a plant exhibits this characteristic. The shoot moves 
towards the light. Environmental triggers such as light change 
the directions that plant parts grow towards. These 
movements can be either towards the stimulus or away from 
it. So, in two different kinds of phototropic movement, shoots 
respond by bending towards light (positive phototropism) 
while roots respond by bending away from light (negative 
phototropism). 

Hydrotropism 
It is the movement of a plant towards water. The stimulus is 

water. A positive hydrotropism is one where the organism 

tends to grow towards moisture whereas a negative 

hydrotropism is when the organism grows away from it. 

Positive hydrotropism is the growth of plant roots towards a 

higher relative humidity level. The growth of the shoot away 

from water is negative hydrotropism. 

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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Pollen
tube

Ovule

Growth of pollen tube towards the ovule is an 
example for chemotropism.

Chemotropism 

It is the movement of plants in response to a chemical 

stimulus. A classic example of this type of movement is the 

growth of the pollen tube towards the ovule, during 

fertilization, in a flower. 

i] Fill a conical flask with water.
ii] Cover the neck of the flask with a wire mesh.
iii] Keep two or three freshly germinated bean seeds on 

the wire mesh.
iv] Take a cardboard box open from one side.
v] Keep the flask in the box such that the open side of the 

box faces light coming from a window .
vi] After two or three days, you would notice that the 

shoots bend towards light and roots away from light.
vii] Now turn the flask so that the shoots are away from 

light and the roots towards light. Leave it undisturbed 
in this condition for a few days.

viii] Have the old parts of the shoot and root changed 
direction? 

 Yes. 

ix] Are there differences in the direction of the new 
growth? 

 Yes. The roots are found growing away from the 
light while the shoot grows towards it.

x] What can we conclude from this activity? Light changes 
the directions of growth of different plant parts.

 Light changes the direction in which the plant 
parts grow. Hence we can conclude that plant 
shoot responds to light by by bending towards 
the direction of light (positively phototropic) 
while the root grows away from the stimuli 
(negatively phototropic).

ACTIVITY

Thigmotropism 

It is a directional movement in plants in response to touch. 

For e.g., the plant tendrils climb around any support which 

they touch.  Some plants like the pea plant climb up other 

plants or fences by means of tendrils. These tendrils are 

sensitive to touch. When they come in contact with any 

support, the part in contact with the object does not grow as 

rapidly as the part of the tendril away from the object. 

This causes the tendril to circle around the object and thus 

cling to it. 

More commonly, plants respond to stimuli slowly by 

growing in a particular direction. Because this growth is 

directional, it appears as if the plant is moving. 

In climbers, the plant coils itself around a 
supporting structure due to thigmotropism.
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Plant hormones or Phytohormones

Let us now once again think about how information is communicated in 

the bodies of multicellular organisms. The movement of the sensitive 

plant in response to touch is very quick. The movement of sunflowers in 

response to day or night, on the other hand, is quite slow. 

Growth-related movement of plants are even slower.  Even in animal 

bodies, there are carefully controlled directions of growth. Our arms and 

fingers grow in certain directions, not haphazardly. 

So, controlled movements can be either slow or fast. If fast responses to 

stimuli are to be made, information transfer must happen very quickly.

Electrical impulses through nerve cells are an excellent means for this. 

But they have limitations.

i] They reach only those cells connected by nervous tissue. 

ii] Once an electrical impulse is generated in a nerve cell and 

transmitted, the cell takes some time to reset its mechanisms before 

it can generate and transmit a new impulse. Thus nerve cells cannot 

continuously create and transmit electrical impulses. 

Thus most multicellular organisms use other means of communication 

between cells, namely, chemical communication. 

i] If, instead of generating an electrical impulse, stimulated cells release 

a chemical compound, this compound would diffuse all around the 

source cell. If neighbouring cells detect this compound using special 

molecules on their surfaces, they would be able to recognise 

information, and also transmit it. 

ii] This, though slower, can potentially reach all cells of the body, 

regardless of nervous connections, and it can be done steadily and 

persistently. It would not require any reset time. 

These compounds, called hormones, used by multicellular organisms for 

control and coordination, show a great deal of diversity, as we would 

expect.
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What are hormones?

Hormones are specific molecules produced by the endocrine 

system in animals that act as messengers to perform 

important and critical functions of the body. They are directly 

released by the endocrine glands (without ducts) within the 

body into the circulatory system and reach the organs or 

areas of the body that require attention. The word hormone 

is derived from the Greek word 'to set in motion'. 

They regulate specific biological activities including growth, 

development of the body skeleton and muscles, metabolism, 

movements, water usage and storage, electrolytic balance, 

sexual development, and physical appearance. 

Both plants and animals produce and secrete hormones to 

carry out important functions. 

Plant hormones

In plants the hormones are called phytohormones and 

endogenous growth inhibitors. A combination of these 

determines normal growth process in plants.

Different plant hormones help to coordinate growth, 

development, and responses to the environment. They are 

synthesized at places away from where they act and simply 

diffuse to the area of action. 

There are different types of hormones which affect the 

growth of a plant. Phytohormones are chemical compounds 

released by stimulated cells. These hormones are diffused 

around the plant cells. They play a in role cell division, cell 

enlargement, cell differentiation, fruit growth, falling of 

leaves, ripening of fruits, ageing of  plants, etc.

The different types of phytohormones are: 

1]  Auxins   2] Gibberellins 

3]  Cytokinins   4] Abscisic acid

Auxins

They help in the cell growth at the shoot tips. By elongating 

the cells, they help in the growth process. Auxin is negatively 

phototropic and positively geotropic.

Let us take an example that we have worked with earlier.  

When growing plants detect light, auxin, synthesized and 

secreted by the meristematic tissue at the shoot tip, helps the 

cells to grow longer. When light comes from one side of the 

plant, auxin diffuses towards the shady side of the shoot. This 

concentration of auxin stimulates the cells to grow longer on 

the side of the shoot away from light. Thus, the plant appears 

to bend towards light.

Concentration of auxin in the shady 
side of the shoot.

Auxin distributed uniformly

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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ABSCISIC ACID  

This hormone inhibits the growth of the 

plant (endogenous growth inhibitor). So 

it promotes dormancy in seeds and 

buds. The falling of fruits, flowers, and 

leaves, etc. are promoted by this 

hormone. 

GIBBERELINS
These hormones promote cell growth 
in the stem (in the presence of auxin), 
seed germination, and flowering. 

CYTOKININS 

They promote cell division in plants. They 

are present in greater concentration in 

areas of rapid cell division, such as in fruits 

and seeds . They also promote the opening 

of the stomata and delay ageing in leaves. 

Hormones in humans

How are chemical (hormonal) means of information 

transmission used in animals? 

Three types of hormones in animals 
Animals have three types of hormones based on their 

chemical composition and origin. They are: 
1] Steroid Hormones
2] Peptide Hormones 
3] Amine Hormones

What is an endocrine system? 
An endocrine system is a set of glands that secretes 

hormones directly–ductless secretion–into the blood. As the 

body's chemical messengers, hormones transfer information 

and instructions from one set of cells to another. 

Do hormones act only on the part of the body they are 

meant for? 
Yes, hormones are targeted. Although an organism’s body 

has several hormones in the blood at any given time, a 

designated hormone affects only the cells genetically 

programmed to receive and respond to its message.

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App
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Ventral (base) of the human brain
showing the pituitary gland

The pea-sized, conical pineal gland is located near the 

centre of the brain, dorsal (upper and rear side) to the 

diencephalon (posterior forebrain), and produces the 

hormone melatonin, which affects reproductive 

development, sleeping patterns, and seasonal functions. 

Pineal gland

It is a pea-shaped gland located at the base of the brain and is 

considered to be the master gland. It secretes several 

hormones like growth hormone (HGH), TSH, LSH, ACTH, 

MSH, vasopressin, and oxytocin.

Pituitary gland 

Hypothalamus 

It is a neuro-endocrine part of the forebrain and links the 

nervous system and the endocrine system through the 

pituitary gland. It secretes hormones like TRH (thyrotropin-

releasing harmone), GnRH, GHRH, CRH, somatostatin, and 

dopamine. 

Point on this image with 
the Zen AR Learning App

Caudal (posterior) forebrain showing 
the pineal gland in humans

Human forebrain (anterior) showing
the hypothalamus
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It is located in the neck, ventral to the larynx, and is one of 

the largest glands. It produces three very important 

hormones: Triiodothyronine, Thyroxine, and Calcitonin. 

The hormones released are important for metabolism 

and maintaining a healthy skeletal structure. 

Thyroid gland

These are two pairs of small, oval-shaped glands 

embedded on the dorsal surface of the thyroid gland 

present in the neck. They secrete parathormone, which 

helps in regulation of calcium and phosphate ions in the 

bones and blood. 

Parathyroid gland

It is located in front of the heart, in the upper part 

of the sternum. It produces the hormone 

Thymosine. 

The Thymus gland

Location of the thyroid gland in humans

Location of the parathyroid gland in humans
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The adrenal glands are located above the 

kidneys and hence are called as suprarenal 

glands. There are two regions in the adrenal 

glands: 

Adrenal Cortex – it secretes hormones like 

cortisol, aldosterone, and androgens. 

Adrenal Medulla – it secretes hormones like 

adrenaline and noradrenaline. 

Adrenaline is also called the fight or flight 

hormone and is released when the body faces 

stressful situations involving danger, anger, 

and excitement. 

The Adrenal Gland 

It is located just below the stomach within the 

curve of the initial part of the small intestine (the 

duodenum). It is both exocrine (with ducts) and 

endocrine in function. It secretes insulin, glucagon, 

somatostatin, and pancreatic polypeptide. They 

are important for maintaining metabolism. Insulin 

controls blood-sugar levels. 

The Pancreas

Location of the adrenal gland in humans

Location of the pancreas in humans
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There are two types of gonads in humans, one for the female 

and one for the male. 

Ovaries

They are the female sex organs and lie on either side of the 

female abdominal cavity. Ovaries produce the female 

hormones Oestrogen / Estrogen and progesterone. 
n  Oestrogen/Estrogen – It controls changes at female 

puberty, like the feminine voice, soft skin, and 

development mammary glands 
n  Progesterone – It controls uterine changes in the 

menstrual cycle and helps maintain pregnancy

Testes

They are the male sex organs and are located in the scrotum, 

outside the male body. Testes produce the male hormone, 

Testosterone. Testosterone controls changes in the male 

body at puberty, like a deeper voice, development of penis, 

facial and body hair.  

The Gonads

Adrenaline hormone and its functions 

What do some animals, for instance squirrels, experience 

when they are in a scary situation? Their bodies have to 

prepare for either fighting or running away. Both are very 

complicated activities that use high energy in controlled 

ways. Many different tissue types are used and their activities 

integrated together in these actions. However, the two 

alternate activities, fighting or running, are also quite 

different! So here is a situation in which some common 

preparations can be usefully made in the body. These 

preparations should ideally make it easier to do either activity 

in the near future. How would this be achieved? 

If the body design in the squirrel relied only on electrical 

impulses via nerve cells, the range of tissues instructed to 

prepare for the coming activity would be limited. On the 

other hand, if a chemical signal was to be sent, it would reach 

specific (targeted) cells of the body and provide the wide-

ranging changes needed. This is done in many animals, 

including human beings, using a hormone called adrenaline 

that is secreted from the adrenal glands. 

Place of secretion: Adrenaline is secreted directly into the 

blood and carried to different parts of the body. 

The target organ: The target organs or the specific tissues 

on which it acts include the heart.

It is the adrenaline hormone which has 
prepared this person’s body to run away 
fast from a ferocious dog.
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Thyroid hormone (thyroxine) and its functions

Remember that plants have hormones that control their 

directional growth. What functions do animal hormones 

perform? On the face of it, we cannot imagine their role in 

directional growth. We have never seen an animal growing 

more in one direction or the other, depending on light or 

gravity! But if we think about it a bit more, it becomes evident 

that even in animal bodies, growth happens in carefully 

controlled places. 

Plants grow leaves in many places on its body. But we do not 

grow fingers on our faces. The design of the body is carefully 

maintained even during the growth of children. Let us 

examine some examples to understand how hormones help 

in coordinated growth.  

Functions of thyroxine: Thyroxin regulates carbohydrate, 

protein, and fat metabolism in the body to provide an 

optimally balanced growth. Iodine is essential for the 

synthesis of thyroxin. 

Salt packets say 'iodised salt' or 'enriched with iodine'. Why is 

it important for us to have iodised salt in our diet? 

The thyroid gland uses iodine to make thyroxin hormone. In 

case iodine is deficient in our diet, there is a possibility that we 

might suffer from goitre. One of its symptoms is a swollen 

neck. Can you correlate this with the position of the thyroid 

gland? 

What adrenaline does

The nervous system stimulates the adrenal glands to secrete 

more adrenaline into our blood.

1] The heart beats faster due to adrenaline, resulting in 

supply of more oxygen to our muscles. 

2] The blood to the digestive system and skin is reduced due 

to contraction of muscles around small arteries in these 

two organs. This diverts the blood to our skeletal muscles. 

3]  The breathing rate also increases because of the rapid 

contractions of the diaphragm and the rib muscles. 

4] Liver puts more stored glucose into the blood.

All these responses coordinated by other harmones and 

adrenaline enable the animal body to be ready to deal with the 

situation. Such animal hormones are part of the endocrine 

system, which constitute a second way of control and 

coordination in our body. 

Thyroxine produced by thyroid 
gland regulates carbohydrate, 
protein, and fat metabolism in the 
body to provide an optimally 
balanced growth.

Molecular structure of adrenaline
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THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Point on this image with 
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Location of endocrine glands in humans
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Sex hormones
You must have noticed many dramatic changes in your 
appearance and that of your friends as you approached 
10–12 years of age. These changes associated with puberty 
are because of the secretion of testosterone in males and 
oestrogen in females. 

Functions of sex hormones: Testes help in the production 

of sperms and promote development of secondary sexual 

characterstics in men. Oestrogen promotes development of 

secondary sexual characterstics in women. 



Pituitary hormone (HGH) and its functions

Sometimes we come across people who are either very short 

(dwarfs) or extremely tall (giants). Have you ever wondered 

how this happens? 

Growth hormone is one of the hormones secreted by the 

pituitary. As its name indicates, growth hormone regulates 

growth and development of the body. If there is a deficiency of 

this hormone in childhood, it leads to dwarfism. 

Gigantism and dwarfism caused by 
improper function of pituitary gland.

Pancreatic hormone (insulin)

Do you know anyone in your family or friends who has been 
advised by the doctor to take less sugar in their diet because 
they are suffering from diabetes? As a treatment, they might 
be taking insulin injections. Insulin is a hormone produced by 
the pancreas.

Functions of insulin: Helps in regulating blood-sugar level. If 

it is not secreted in proper amounts, the sugar level in the 

blood rises causing many harmful effects. Alternatively, the 

secreted insulin may lack in the potency to regulate blood-

sugar level. This too, causes diabetes.
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THE STRANGE SIMILARITY BETWEEN 
COSMIC WEB AND NEURAL NETWORK

The Human Brain is the most complex object in the known 
universe. Startling enough the Human brain and the Universe may 
be self similar across scales that differ in size by a factor of billion 
billion billion.

Quantitative comparison of the complexity of galaxy networks and 
neuronal networks show results that are truly surprising: Not only 
are the complexities of the brain and cosmic web actually similar, 
but so are their structures. 

Cortical gray matter (representing over 80 percent of brain mass) 
contains about 6 billions neurons (19 percent of brain neurons) and 
nearly 9 billion non-neuronal cells. The cerebellum has about 69 
billion neurons (80.2 percent of brain neurons) and about 16 billion 
non-neuronal cells. Interestingly enough, the total number of 
neurons in the human brain falls in the same ballpark of the number 
of galaxies (100 billion) in the observable universe.

Cosmic web

Neural network

INTERESTING FACT


